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Abstract 

To further enhance optimizing effect of virtual machine resource allocation, virtual 

machine resource allocation algorithm of probabilistic optimization based on SME-FFD 

(Simulated Evolution – First Fit Decreasing ) is proposed aiming at NP hard optimization 

problem in the process of virtual machine resource allocation in cloud computing. First 

of all, an optimization evaluation scheme of virtual machine resource allocation is 

proposed, and strong climbing optimization ability of simulated evolutionary algorithm is 

adopted to carry out iterative evolution to selection, evaluation and ranking of virtual 

machine resource allocation ; after that, based on SME algorithm obtaining resource 

allocation ordering, the secondary allocation on virtual machine and physical host 

resources ranked is conducted using FFD to improve efficiency and effectiveness of 

resource allocation; in the end, experimental comparison is conducted in CloundSim grid 

lab in the University of Melbourne and gridbus cloud simulation platform, the results 

show that CPU usage rate of proposed algorithm reaches up to 47%, memory usage rate 

reaches up to 56%, therefore, it may effectively reduce physical machine usage quantity 

and realize the goal of energy consumption. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, data center, which is economical and convenient, based on cloud 

computing has become commonly used modes provided by mainframe and IT service. 

Gartner report indicated that a growth rate of public cloud is expected to be 20.5% in 

2016, and its energy consumption has increased rapidly. In 2014, power consumption in 

data center is estimated to account for 1.3% to 1.8% of total electric power consumption 

of society, and it’s expected to further climb up. Energy consumption is not only used for 

physical machine operation but also for infrastructure cooling in data center. In addition, 

large data centers are faced with restrictions of energy use regulation of green computing 

driven by governmental body. Therefore, how to reduce energy consumption is now the 

main objective for data center operation [1-2]. A heuristic simulated evolutionary 

algorithm is proposed to achieve finding the optimal problem-solving solution in the 

shortest time. Similar to other non-deterministic algorithm, SME algorithm also has 

strong climbing optimization ability. In the experiment of performance comparison, SA 

(simulated annealing) is selected, it’s the first time that it adapts FFDimp and LLimp, of 

which two algorithms are proposed by literature
 
[16]

 
mended. Simulation results reveal 

that SME algorithm is more effective compared to above-mentioned algorithms. 
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2. Proposed Algorithm 
 

2.1. Simulated Evolution 

SME is an iterative heuristic optimization proposed by Kling and Banerjee, such 

scheme integrates iterative improvement and structural perturbation and employs random 

fashion to protect it from being caught in local minimum. In SME, random walk, which 

differs from other non-deterministic algorithms, is the main creative point of such 

algorithm with intelligent mobility to accomplish spatial traversal search. SME algorithm 

framework of virtual machine allocation as shown in Figure 1. 

Assume that it contains n  mobile element (VMS), SME algorithm is set V  that 

contains solution  . Algorithm begins with initial scheme i , then evolving method is 

adopted to weed out worse individuals in iterative process and optimal individuals are 

retained to achieve an optimization for optimal allocation scheme. Such algorithm is 

comprised of three basic steps: evolution, selection and distribution. Above three steps are 

conducted in sequence until optimal mean value of scheme reaches a maximal value or 

optimal value remains unchanged. 

 

Initialization

Initial resource allocation scheme is 

generated

Evaluation

Evaluation is made on each VM 

preference value in current scheme

Selection

Probabilistic method selection is 

conducted according to each VM 

optimal value

Sequence

Sequence is made on VM selected 

integrating PMs load and VM 

request

Beginning
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Resource allocation is made on 
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Does it satisfy terminal 

condition?
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Figure 1. SME Algorithm Framework of Virtual Machine Allocation 

 

2.2. Optimal Evaluation 

The basis of optimization is to define optimal object, which is introduced in literature 

[7-11], in the process of virtual machine resource allocation literature, for example, 

literature [7] sets minimal quantity of physical machine resource allocation as optimal 

object (formula (3)); literature [8] sets energy consumption of physical host as optimal 

object; literature [9] sets the above two to construct multi-objective optimization problem. 
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Above-mentioned optimal objects all are rational, however, in practical use process, due 

to many a parameter and complex interference are involved, the algorithm will be stuck in 

local extremum and unable to jump out in optimization process, which results in a failure 

to final optimal object. An optimal object with indirect resource allocation is proposed, 

which is called optimal evaluation index to this problem, such index will dynamically 

adjust subsequent individual resource allocation according to current condition of 

resource individual allocation, repeated calculation will be reduced and computational 

efficiency will be improved when success rate of allocation is increased. 

Steps of optimal evaluation include current scheme  , an optimization ig  of PM kp  

given by VM iv  allocation is calculated. Optimal measurement can be seen as knowledge 

optimization process. Optimal measurement value must be expressed with digital form 

within an range of  0,1 . For virtual machine allocation problem, optimal definition as 

follows: 

,   &
c m

c c m mi i
i k k k kc m

k k

v v
g p T p T

p p


  


                                        (1) 

In formula, 
c

iv  and 
m

iv  are CPU and memory resource requirements of virtual machine 

iv , respectively. 
c

kp  and 
m

kp  are usable CPU and memory resource requirements, 

respectively, after virtual machine iv  is removed from physical host kp  in current scheme 

 . The form of minimum resource waste of PM kp  is given in equation (1). After iv  is 

added to kp , 
c c

i kv p , 
m m

i kv p , then virtual machines iv ’s optimal evaluation 1ig  . It 

means the resource can be used with a maximum limit according to current iv  task 

allocation. 
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Figure 2. 3 Physical Resource Allocation of 6 Virtual Hosts 

1v , 2v  and 3v ’s optimal evaluation 1 2 3 1g g g    as shown in Figure 2, for its resource 

allocation may make a maximum using of physical host resources. On the other hand, 

when virtual machine iv  with minimum resource demand is allocated to physical host kp , 

then 
c c

i kv p , 
m m

i kv p , here 0ig  , just like the virtual host 6v  , in Figure 2, optimal 

evaluation value of it is close to 0. Notice that such optimal evaluation is closely related to 

objective of given problem. An approximation can be conducted for quality of solution 

according to total optimal evaluation of elements (VMS).  

For optimal evaluation problem of D  dimension, formula (1) can be expanded as: 
2

2

I D

I D

d d d

i i i
i d d d

k k k

v v v
g

p p p

 


 
                                               (2) 
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1 1 2 2. .   , , , D Dd d d d d d

k k k k k ks t p T p T p T                                          (3) 

 

2.3. Selection 

Probabilistic algorithm is adopted to reallocate selection element. Individuals of 

smaller optimal value has a high probability to be selected,   is divided into two disjoint 

sets in selection steps, one selection set sV  and one local selection set, which remaining 

elements of solution set   are contained. Each element of solution set is independent 

relative to other elements. It’s entirely up to its optimal value ig  on deciding whether 

allocate such element to set sV  or not. Selection operator has nondeterministic aspect, that 

is, there’s one non-zero probability in individuals with high optimal value is allocated to 

selection set sV . Just because of this uncertainty, the element individual has ability to 

escape from local minimum. Selection mode of probabilistic optimization is: 

 1 iRandom g B                                                        (4) 

Deviation ( B ) is selected to make up for optimization error estimate. The purpose of it 

is to generate swell and shrinkage action to element optimization value. Selective 

probability is decreased by a higher positive value B , however, negative value is 

opposite. Select a major selection set might bring a better solution, however, a higher 

running time is required. On the other hand, small selection helps accelerate algorithm 

and increase probability of premature convergence to sub-optimization solution (local 

minimum). Value range of deviation B   0.2,0.2 . In most cases, 0B   is the selection 

mode in common use. 

 

2.4. FFD Resource Allocation 

SME resource allocation has a great influence on quality of solution set, SME 

operation is the basis of FFD resource allocation in algorithm design. sV  is used as input 

for FFD allocation, total solution   is generated from partial solution p  and sV  

allocation strategy variation. The objective of resource allocation is to perfect previous 

generation allocation, but not to adopt excessive greed mode. FFD heuristic mutation is 

adopted to process resource allocation in this work. Descending sort of VMS selection is 

made according to its bytes of resource request: 
2 2( ) ( )c m

i i iRv v v                                                       (5) 

Descending order of PMS in local solution set p  is conducted according to its linear 

summation kOp  of occupied resources, kOp  calculation form is: 

(1 ) (1 )c m

kOp Pk Pk                                                   (6) 

To illustrate this point, placement scheme is taken into consideration in Figure 4. 

Assume that 2v  and 6v  are selected to carry through resource reallocation. An ordering of 

VMS is conducted according to bytes of resource request and an ordering of PMs is 

conducted according to resource utilization rate. Detailed process as shown in Figure 3. 

Similar allocation strategy is also conducted to initial position i , however, the difference 

is all virtual machines are regarded as conducting selection and allocation in null set PMS. 
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(a) Host Resource Ordering 
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(b) Resource Request Ordering of Virtual Machine 
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(c) Resource Allocation of Virtual Machine resurrect  

Figure 3. 3 FFD Resource Allocation 

After the process of FDD resource allocation in Figure 4, only 2 physical host 

resources, which there are 3 physical host resources in Figure 3, are required in Figure 4 

(c) to save up host resource, at the same time, for above-mentioned resource allocation 

mode, to some degrees, a breakthrough can be made and flexibility of algorithm will be 

increased according to probabilistic selection mode. 
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3. Experimental Analysis 

To verify validity of virtual machine resource allocation scheme of proposed SME, 

CloudSiim is selected to process simulation testing, this platform is a simulation platform 

of cloud computing which is cooperative development by grid computation laboratory of 

the University of Melbourne and Gridbus program, this platform supports users to 

conduct user-defined of virtual machine, physical host and upper application load as 

needed, auto set can be conducted to energy consumption with the help platform kernel. 

To give expression to advantages of algorithm, here two simulation comparison 

algorithms are selected: modified FFD algorithm (FFDimp) and modified minimum load 

algorithm (LLimp). Probability selection parameter 0.5P   in formula (6). 

 

3.1. Comparison of Physical Host Quantity 

In the first place, contrast result of physical host quantity increasing with number of 

time units shall be provided. With a small quantity of physical hosts come with high 

efficiency of algorithm to each host, which means the number of aggregate resources 

required will be reduced. Above-mentioned three resource allocation algorithms of 

comparison are respectively adopted to put 100 virtual machine allocation into 50 

physical hosts, in addition to different placement schemes employed, limited amount of 

resources, physical host properties and virtual host resource allocation task of these three 

comparison algorithms are consistent, 10min is selected as an experimental timing unit in 

simulation process, the change condition of physical host selection number of comparison 

algorithm in operational process is recorded to 10 timing units, and a mean value is 

calculated, experimental comparison data as shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of Physical Host Request 

Experimental data in Figure 4 shows that virtual machine resource allocation has a 

dynamic change trend to host quantity over time in algorithm iteration, in general, 

physical host request quantity of SME-FFD algorithm is lower than FFDimp and LLimp 

comparison algorithm. A major reason for this is that an optimal evaluation strategy is 

adopted by SME-FFD algorithm and evolution is made based on probabilistic selection, 

which help algorithm jump out of local extremum and realize global convergence, 

however, due to FFDimp and LLimp algorithm use minimum physical host quantity and 

minimum load as optimizing index, it will easily generate virtual machine pieces in 

practical use, which will result in algorithm being stuck in local peak, and global 

optimization of  virtual machine task cannot be achieved. The reason why FFDimp 
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algorithm is superior to LLimp algorithm is because FFDimp adopts a semi-random 

process in realization process, which help algorithm jump out of local peak, however, 

minor load optimization of LLimp algorithm will easily result in resource waste of 

physical host, and it’s unable to allocate more virtual hosts. Analyzing from algorithm 

stability, the solution set distribution of SME-FFD algorithm is more centralized, which 

gives expression to stability of SME-FFD algorithm and its validity of virtual machine 

resource allocation. 

 

3.2. Utilization Efficiency of Physical Resource 

The actual comparison condition of physical host quantity required is given in previous 

section, utilization efficiency of algorithm to host resource can be given indirectly, this 

section will directly conduct experimental comparison on CPU utilization and memory 

usage of one host to verify computing resource utilization efficiency of algorithm. 10min 

is selected as a time unit in the comparison of average utilization index of CPU and 

memory obtained from above SME-FFD, FFDimp and LLimp algorithm in virtual 

machine resource allocation, experimental comparison data as shown in 5 (a) ~ (b). 
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(a) Average Service Rate of CPU     (b) Average Service Data of Memory 

Figure 5. Average Service Data of CPU and Memory 

Figure 5 (a) shows that SME-FFD algorithm is superior to FFDimp and LLimp 

algorithm in terms of average service rate index of CPU, average service rate of CPU of it 

reaches up to above 60%, followed by FFDimp algorithm, average service rate index of 

CPU of LLimp algorithm being the lowest, which explains its CPU resource use 

efficiency is very low. For average service rate index of memory, average service rate of 

memory of SME-FFD algorithm is the highest, which is approximately 60%, however, 

usage rate index of memory of both FFDimp and LLimp algorithm are very low, which is 

approximately 50%, of which average usage rate index of memory of FFDimp algorithm 

is superior to LLimp algorithm. Above experiments give expression to advantages of 

SME-FFD algorithm to utilization efficiency of physical resource. 

 

3.3. Running Time and Convergence Procedure of Algorithm 

Random method is adopted to generate experimental subject, generating code as 

follows. 

Pseudocode 2: generating code of experimental subject 

For 1:i n  do 

    2c c

iv rand v ;  m m

iv rand v ;  1r rand ; 

         If    c c c c

i ir P v v r P v v        then 
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m m m

i iv v v  ; 

         End if 

End for 

Virtual machine quantity is set as 200, distribution range of average service rate of 

CPU and memory is (0.5%), cv  is average CPU using ratio, mv  is average memory usage 

rate. The main function of probabilistic selection method adopted is to control correlation 

coefficient of utilization rate to CPU and memory so as to achieve harmonious 

enhancement of using ratio. When selecting probability parameter P  0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 

0.75, 1.0 and selecting 25%c mv v   and 45%c mv v  , upper limit of the resource 

utilization of it is 98%, the comparison condition of running time of SME-FFD, FFDimp 

and LLimp as shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 6. Comparison of Computation Time of Algorithm 

Figure 6 presents the comparison result of three comparison algorithms on running 

time when 25%c mv v   and 45%c mv v  , the figure reveals that the running time of three 

algorithms has a declining trend as the value of probability parameter is increased, the 

running time of SME-FFD is superior to FFDimp and LLimp algorithm. It gives 

expression to advantages of SME-FFD algorithm on computational efficiency. 
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Figure 7. Optimal Convergence Value 

Figure 7 represents convergence curves of optimal evaluation value of algorithm, the 

figure reveals that optimal index of algorithm is increasing and has a trend of convergence 

along with the iteration process, due to each host resource cannot be entirely occupied in 

the process of upper limit of physical resource and resource allocation, ultimately, the 

optimal convergence value is close to 1 but stands no chance equaling to 1. 

 

4. Conclusion 

Virtual machine resource allocation algorithm of probabilistic optimization based on 

SME-FFD algorithm in cloud computing is proposed virtual machine resource allocation 

problem in cloud computing. Further optimization of resource allocation is achieved 

according to optimal evaluation, probability selection evolution and FFD resource 

allocation etc. The experimental results show that proposed SME-FFD algorithm has 

better resource allocation and higher resource utilization rate, along with faster resource 

allocation speed, which give expression to performance advantage of algorithm and 

realize the goal of energy-saving and cost-reducing. The correlation of virtual machine 

performance will be introduced in algorithm research in future studies to enhance 

rationality of resource allocation. 
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